Final lists XXXIII cycle

Course in Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY .......................................................... 2
MIND, SCIENCE AND LANGUAGE (CODE 6603) .................. 2
ETHICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (CODE 6604) ........ 2
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE (CODE 6605) ....... 2
THEORETICAL PHILOSOPHY (CODICE 6606) ..................... 2
SELECTION BASED ON QUALIFICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS AND INTERVIEW FOR 18 PLACES (14 GRANTS)

- 4 at University of Torino (1 from University of Torino funds, 3 from Compagnia di San Paolo funds, 1 grant reserved for applicants holding a degree obtained abroad).
- 3 at “Piemonte Orientale” University (from Compagnia di San Paolo funds).
- 3 at University of Pavia (from University of Pavia funds).
- 4 at University of Genova (3 from University of Genova funds, 1 from Compagnia di San Paolo funds).
- The annual gross amount of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 13.638.47.

Course in
PHILOSOPHY

CURRICULA
MIND, SCIENCE AND LANGUAGE (CODE 6603)
ETHICS AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (CODE 6604)
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE (CODE 6605)
THEORETICAL PHILOSOPHY (CODICE 6606)

1. Beatrice MICHETTI pts 105/120
   Andrea RAIMONDI pts 105/120
3. Amerigo Maria BARZAGHI pts 103/120
4. Francesco CAMBONI pts 102/120
5. Luca MIOTTO pts 101/120
   Martina ROSOLA pts 101/120
7. Marco INCHINGOLO pts 99/120
   Valeria MARTINO pts 99/120
9. Alessandro CARRIERI pts 98/120
   Luca POMILIO pts 98/120
   Laura SANTI AMANTINI pts 98/120
12. Simone GHELLI pts 97/120
13. Luis CASTRO pts 96/120
14. Giuseppe GUASTAMACCHIA pts 95/120
15. Giacomo FOGLIETTA pts 93/120
16. Giuseppe Antonio GIUNTA pts 92/120
17. Filippo VINDROLA pts 91/120
18. Nicola SIDDI pts 90/120
19. Michele LAVAZZA pts 89/120
20. Valentina BOSSINI pts 88/120
21. Serena MOCCI pts 87.5/120
22. Giorgia ALIOTO pts 87/120
23. Dario CECCHINI pts 86/120
24. Martina MAURI pts 85/120
25. Luca BOMBIERI pts 84/120
   Armando Francesco D’IPPOLITO pts 84/120
   Jacopo FIORAVANTI pts 84/120
   Anna PEDERNESCHI pts 84/120
The following candidates are still registrable conditionally to further verification of requirements:

**Without grant (enrollment from 03/10/2017 to 09/10/2017):**
- Giacomo FOGLIETTA
- Giuseppe Antonio GIUNTA
- Filippo VINDROLA
- Nicola SIDDI